
Royal Flush Promotion Qualifier 
Qualifier for the $3k Main Event July 28th 

July 27th, 2019 @ 630p 
$125 + $10 optional Bonus - $40 + $10 optional bonus re-buy 

$15 optional ADD-ON end of entry 
20k chips to start after optional $10 table bonus – 20/15 min blinds 

20k chips after optional $10 table bonus for $40+$10 re-buys first 9 levels 
End of Level 9 - $10 AO gets 15k chips 

Players in Royal Flush Promotion will have discounted entry  based on the funds they 
have put into the prize pool before open registration. Non RF promotion players must 

direct enter to participate. 
708-935-2861 for info or kirk@windycitypokerchampionship.com 

 
 Small Big Ante Time Blinds 

1 25 25  6:30 20 

2 25 50  6:50 20 

3 50 100  7:10 20 

4 75 150  7:30 20 

5 100 200  7:50 20 

 Break 10 Min  8:10 10 

6 150 300  8:20 20 

7 200 400  8:40 20 

8 300 600  9:00 20 

9 400 800  9:20 20 

 Break 10 min/Add-on  9:40 10 

10 600 1200 600 9:50 15 

11 800 1600 800 10:05 15 

12 1000 2000 1000 10:20 15 

13 1500 3000 1500 10:35 15 

14 2000 4000 2000 10:50 15 

 Break 10 Min  11:05 10 

15 3000 6000 3000 11:15 15 

16 5000 10000 5000 11:30 15 

17 7000 14000 7000 11:45 15 

 Projected End of Qualifier   

18 10000 20000 10000 12:00 15 
 

20% rake on initial entry - 20% rake on re-buys - 20% rake on add-ons. Optional $10 bonus not included in rake for 
initial entry or re-buys. Players who are short stacked at the end of the 9th level can surrender, re-buy, and then go for 

the optional add-on. Tournament includes promotional seats and or “Charity becomes the Backer” seats. 
 Updated as of July 22nd, 2019 
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Funds for this event will be collected from the Royal Flush Promotion that offered the chance to instantly win a $3,000 
main event seat if you flop a straight flush or royal flush and opted in for $5 or $10 each event. Funds will be kept track 

for players who put into the promotion. Those who did have a discounted entry off the full stack entry with details 
below. 

If the prize pool falls short of the $3,000 seat then depending on how close we are to that amount the host charity will 
put the additional funds into the prize pool to award the seat or adjust the qualifier to be an advance to Round #2 Turbo 

on July 28th @ 12p. If the charity does allocate funds into the prize pool to equal the seat then the seat becomes a 
charity backer seat with just that amount as the % donated back. For example if they add $500 to the seat then the 

charity has added 16.6% of the funds and would have 16.6% action on the player. We do not anticipate this to happen 
 

Players who did not put into the Royal Flush promotion to participate will pay $125+$10 for a starting stack of 20k in 
chips. Those who did put in have the option to play with the chips they have paid for or purchase up to the maximum @ 

1,000 chips for every $5. 
 

Every $5 you put into the tournament gets you 1,000 chips. So a 20k stack (before $10 bonus) would only cost you $100+$10 which is 
a $25 discount. If you decide you want to pre-pay on Friday for bonus chips you can get an additional 15% discount. So a max stack 

would cost you only $80+$10 total!  
 

Keep in mind your starting stack is your re-buy stack which is a $40+$10 re-buy. There is also a $15 bonus end of entry for 20k chips. 
We already have more than $1,000 collected so we only need to get 10 or so direct entry players and 10 or so bonus chip paid players 

to give away a $3,000 seat! 
 

Host charity reserves the right to change, alter, or cancel this event without notice. If the $3,000 seat is awarded by the Royal Flush 
Straight Flush promotion before this event then this will be either canceled or re-adjusted to be a qualifier or cash payout if there are 

less than 25 direct entries into this event. 
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